
Turning 
businesses into 
great brands.

www.redhill.studio

A brand that your consumers will fall in love with. 
A brand that is effective in the marketplace. 
Combining creative design with digital expertise, 
we live to create, inspire, and tell your story.



Our 
Work



Print Design
Design is the intermediary between 
information and understanding 

Richard Grefé
“



















Brand Identity
Design is the silent 
ambassador of your brand.

Paul Rand
“ Aa













We started by fully understanding the 
brand's vision and mission. Using this 
knowledge, we developed content and 
image guidelines that match the brand's 
desired identity. We took the exercise a step 
further by building marketing collateral 
templates based on the new guidelines.

Design a very coherent visual identity with 
several touch points. But it needed to be 
versatile enough to apply to sub themes 
for sub entities of the organization.

THE BRIEF

OUR EXECUTION



These guidelines have been designed to help
the client reach key audiences with a
consistent message of the Haflong Tea brand.
They outline the basic elements of the identity
system including logo, colours, typefaces and
visual style, which all play a vital role in
forming the brand’s identity.

BRANDING
Haflong Tea



An established Venture Capital fund that
looks to invest in platforms and core
technologies, particularly in the med-tech and
fin-tech space.

REDHILL conceived and executed the brand's
overall visual identity and designed a site to
reflect Vickers' long-game approach to
investing.

BRANDING
Vickers Venture Partners



These guidelines were designed to
communicate a consistent brand
message.

REDHILL outlines the elements
through showcasing the logo, colours,
typeface and visual style.

BRANDING
Quadrant



The global lubricant brand had unveiled a new brand
look and feel and needed to update all their
collaterals for the Asian market within this new
aesthetic.

REDHILL worked closely with the Singapore HQ to
understand which aspects of the new brand
guideline should be enacted in the region. We
worked with specific business units to offer a range
of design solutions suited for each product range and
target audience.

BRANDING
Motul



Packaging
Packaging can be theater, it 
can create a story

Steve Jobs
“
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World Haathi Day

Showcase Emirates as an airline 
that cares about the environment by 
supporting a noble cause towards 
environmental protection and 
wildlife conservation of elephants.

THE BRIEF

We identified that the airline served 
Amarula - a premium cream liquer
prepared from marula, a fruit favoured by 
elephants in the African bushlands. 
We specially designed, branded elephant-
shaped boxes for World Elephant Day 
(August 12th). Redhill also issued a press 
note articulating the airline's global wildlife 
conservation efforts.

OUR EXECUTION



Reflect the fun of newly 
launched flavours by Häagen-
Dazs with an original, limited-
edition packaging.

THE BRIEF

Redhill designed an ice cream 
'van' to deliver the pints to 
selected media and influencers 
and an Eifel Tower that reflected 
the brand's "Made in France" / 
"Origine France Garantie" label.

OUR EXECUTION



Showcase the facilities and 
luxury of Kimpton's first hotel in 
Southeast Asia.

THE BRIEF

Taking inspiration from the floral 
décor in the boutique hotel, we 
designed playing cards to present 
the lifestyle of Kimpton Maa Lai in 
a fun and interactive way.

OUR EXECUTION



Infographics/
Company 
factsheets
Design adds value faster than 
it adds costs."  

Joel Spolsky
“















Presentation
Templates
Design adds value faster than 
it adds costs."  

Joel Spolsky
“









Blog/Article 
Visuals
Design is intelligence made visible.

Alina Wheeler, author“



Illustrative designs done for Redhill Review blog



Image based designs done for Redhill youtube thumbnails



Image based designs done for Hitachi blog



Image based Linked in templates created for 
Fintech bridge blog.



Websites
Your website is the center of your digital eco-system, 
like a brick and mortar location, the experience matters 
once a customer enters, just as much as the perception 
they have of you before they walk through the door.

Leland Dieno

“
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Video
As you’ve noticed, people don’t want to be sold. What 
people do want is news and information about the 
things they care about.

Larry Weber

“
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HI-IQ

EMIRATES – AWARD SUBMISSION

https://youtu.be/aFO_6oA7Lo8?e=HVkOKd


VIT 8 - BRAND COMMERCIAL

https://youtu.be/HYsOZPSQrCQ


SISTEMA - INTROS

https://youtu.be/fO8gRxjpZCY


POMELO – BRAND INTERVIEW SERIES

https://youtu.be/gMaotQYBs8g


IDEMIA - INTROS

https://youtu.be/VXyPvX6n-f8


BIOFOURMIS – PRODUCT INTRO VIDEO

https://youtu.be/lG08ws-9rf8


FUNDERBEAM – COMPANY PORTFOLIO VIDEO

https://youtu.be/DSgg0yxsop0


360 Campaign  
Event/ design
Design adds value faster than 
it adds costs."  

Joel Spolsky
“







Design eye catching vehicle 
branding for Singapore Police 
Force's recruitment van and 
accompanying branded gifts to 
be distributed to the public.

THE BRIEF

Our design was inspired by law 
enforcement drama posters to 
invoke heroism and excitement. 
The body of the truck in bright 
blue stood out among traffic 
without looking like a regular 
police vehicle.

OUR EXECUTION









The world's most recognizable ice-cream brand was 

launching a new look and General Mills was looking for a 

fully integrated launch campaign across three cities.

Working closely with the client and their objectives, We 

conceptualized, constructed and executed 3 launch events in 3 

major cities. From a bespoke photobooth app to transforming 

venues as experiences and inviting and managing media, our 

fully integrated solution delivered maximum buzz. 

3 1Markets in 
1 week Coverage

THE BRIEF

OUR EXECUTION

million





THE BRIEF

OUR EXECUTION

To launch the brand’s limited edition Summer 2019 flavours - the new Kiwi-Mango Frozen 

Yogurt, Plain Frozen Yogurt, and returning favourite Strawberry Frozen Yogurt - via its 

“Nothing Can Be Cooler” campaign. Sustain top-of-mind campaign recall. 

Collaborating with the brand’s creative and media buy agency, REDHILL designed an 

integrated campaign beginning with PR (media and KOL outreach) and layered with consumer 

activations and OOH advertising. A branded Kombi van brought the campaign visual to life, as 

it was used to channel the idea of a retro, fruity summer. As the campaign’s unifying element 

and key driver of message recall, the Kombi van was: the star prop of the exclusive carnival -

themed media event; event content was displayed on OOH play panels to promote 

consumption replicated in the media kit, which included a CTA for followers to attend the 

consumer activation; this was supported by event listings used in the consumer activation, a 

roving ice cream giveaway in CBD

S$1,118,400
PR value Achieved



Thank you. 

Reach out to us :

aditya.menon@redhill.asia


